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The platelets are greatly diminished, usually under 30,000 per c.mm., Blood-
and often disappear completely. When the number is small, the platelets P^ate^ets •
present are often of unusually large size.
Coagulation time is in the neighbourhood of the normal limits; thus Coagulation
it may be somewhat shorter or, more commonly, somewhat longer than time
normal
Clot retraction is 'usually irregular, and the blood may clot without Clot
expressing any serum. This phenomenon also occurs in many states retrac*lon
without any relation to the haemorrhagic diathesis and at present is
little understood.
The capillary resistance (Rumpel-Leede) test and Duke's test of the Capillary
bleeding time (see also Vol. II, p. 483) provide definite evidence that the ™ftanc€
haemorrhagic tendency Is present and active. In. the capillary resist-
ance test the arm is constricted with a sphygmomanometer armlet at a
pressure of 70 mm. for two minutes. If the haemorrhagic state is active,
petechiae appear below the constriction either immediately or within
one to two minutes.
The results of these two tests do not bear any direct relation to the
coagulation time or to the number of platelets, but they show, especially
Duke's test, that the haemorrhagic tendency is active at the time of
examination.
(d) Course and Prognosis
The haemorrhages may continue with increasing severity, and anaemia
becomes extreme and the pulse rapid and feeble. There is great dis-
comfort from the painful braises; and stomatitis and haemorrhages from
the mucous membrane of the mouth may also be troublesome. The Cause of   .
patient may sink into coma, and death may take place within a few death
days from coma or occasionally from cerebral haemorrhage, but most
patients recover even in the absence of specific treatment. There is a Recovery
chance of recovery in every-acute case, because the haemorrhages may
cease suddenly at any stage, the constitutional symptoms rapidly improv-
ing, although recovery is retarded by residual anaemia. The cessation of
the bleeding may be difficult to recognize immediately owing to the
haemorrhages already present, but the bleeding time is an absolute Bleeding time
guide, as it is strictly parallel with the haemorrhagic tendency and may as a g
fall to normal in a few hours. It is the essential guide to the more import-
ant methods of treatment and .must not be performed unnecessarily,
as the lobe of the ear is the only convenient site and ecchymoses
may render the test impossible to perform. Residual anaemia, usually
responds rapidly to treatment. Permanent disabilities may remain from Permanent
haemorrhages into the tissues of the central nervous system, the eye, or disabilities-
other vulnerable sites. After an acute attack there is sometimes a chronic
tendency to haemorrhage, but there may be freedom from all symptoms
for many years until a recurrence may reveal the persistence of the
haemorrhagic tendency,
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